BIOLOGY - Research Project: “Integrative systematics and metagenomics for the study of ciliates and their bacterial symbionts”

List of candidates admitted at the interview

The following list only includes the candidates who have obtained the minimum score specified in the announcement in the evaluation of the curriculum.

In the following list, there are not:
- candidates for which we have not yet received the payment of the competition fee and the candidates who paid it after the deadline. Candidates not listed who paid the fee by the deadline must send a copy of the receipt of payment by mail to concorsodottorato@unipi.it the day before the first test. Candidates who did not pay the competition fee or who paid it after the deadline are excluded from the competition;
- the candidates who have not obtained the minimum score specified in the announcement in the evaluation of the curriculum

1. CROCE ROBERTA
2. FALCONIERI ALESSANDRO
3. FLORIANO ANNA MARIA
4. GAMMUTO LEANDRO
5. GRIMM MARIA
6. ILLA KRISHNAVENI
7. LA CHINA SALVATORE
8. LIAO WANYING
9. MELEKHIN MAKSIM
10. NITLA VENKATA MAHESH